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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a method for counting vehicle axles

in the video sequence appropriate for use in vision-based
automatic vehicle classifiers with narrow field of vision. The
procedure is simple, robust to wheel detector errors, and
computationally efficient due to the use of the fast Hough
transform. It provides a self-test for applicability for detection
of cases where it is not applicable, thus allowing adaptive
method switching for cases of non-uniform speed. We also
consider extensions to the method allowing for systematic false
positive wheel detections and non-uniform motion.

INTRODUCTION
Toll roads play an important role in modern transportation

systems. To maximize the throughput of a toll gate it is es-
sential to measure these characteristics automatically. Systems
that do this are known as automated vehicle classifiers (AVC).
Fee on such roads usually depends on geometric characteristics
of the vehicle (length and height) and its weight. In practice
the weigh-in-motion systems are expensive and troublesome,
and instead the wheel axle count is used as a proxy for the
maximal vehicle weight (Mimbela and Klein 2000).

In commercially available AVCs axles are usually counted
by optic pairs which are occluded by wheels of the passing
vehicle (Ueda et al. 1997). This system has significant dis-
advantages: it cannot discriminate between wheels and other
objects and doesn’t register raised wheel pairs which are
commonly used to reduce fuel consumption on empty rides.
Furthermore, it quickly becomes dysfunctional in conditions
of snow or dirt as optic pairs are located very close to the road
surface, and thus has very large maintenance costs. Compared
to such systems, computer vision-based systems for counting
vehicle axles seem beneficial.

One obvious way to count vehicle axles is to set up a video
camera looking at the side of a passing vehicle and use some
object tracking method to trace the path of each wheel (Fig-
ure 1). The problem of counting axles thus becomes the prob-
lem of counting wheels. For example, Frenze (2002) proposed
wheel detector based on circular Hough transform approach.
Also wheel can be defined as a characteristic static shape on

a frame, and wheel detector can be constructed using pattern
recognition methods, such as Viola-Jones method (Minkina
et al. 2015; Viola and Jones 2004) or any other. To determine
the total wheel count we could plot the wheel centers in (x, t)
coordinates, x for the position along the motion direction
(horizontal) and t for timestamp of the frame and then count
the continuous tracks (connected components) corresponding
to each wheel.

In practice, since wheel is a highly varied and thus ill-
defined pattern, any wheel detector would have finite accuracy
and generate errors in the form of false positives, false
negatives or multiple activations per wheel (Figure 1). De-
termination of total wheel count from connected components
and center crossings is not very effective in these conditions
since there may be false tracks and large gaps.

Figure 1: Vehicle passing near an automatic vehicle classifier
camera. Squares show wheel detector results.

We present a robust and accurate method of vehicle axle
counting based on inputs from one or many noisy wheel
detectors for the case optimized for quasi-uniform motion of
the vehicle. The essence is that in the case of uniform motion
the track of each wheel is a straight noisy line (Figure 3a)
and we can robustly count these lines using the fast Hough
transform (FHT) (Nikolaev et al. 2008) with pre-smoothing.
The algorithm works with any wheel detector which gives the
coordinates of proposed wheel centers on each frame. Specifics
of wheel detection on a static image are beyond the scope of
this paper.

Throughout the text the algorithm or software component
that computes the integral wheel count from outputs of wheel
detectors on frames of video sequence will be referred to as
wheel integrator (WI).
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PROPOSED METHOD

In this section we describe a method for counting vehicle
axles in a video sequence of a vehicle pass using the fast
Hough transform.

A vehicle moves along the road through a reference plane
X that is perpendicular to the direction of vehicle’s movement.
The optical axis of the camera lies in the reference plane X .
Orthogonal projection of the plane X is observed on source
images as the line P .

We process frame sequences with corrected radial distortion.
If the vehicle is present as indicated by the pass detector
described elsewhere (Bocharov et al. 2015) we collect wheel
data. We know that the pass detector turns on before the actual
vehicle’s front (correspondingly it’s first axle) intersects the
line P on the image and turns off after the vehicle’s rear edge
(correspondingly it’s last axle) finishes intersecting the same
line P (Figure 2).

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Vehicle intersecting the line P . The beginning and
the end of intersection correspond to the time interval of a
vehicle presence on input images.

The algorithm starts when the vehicle leaves the frame.
Input to the axle counter consists of wheels w detected at
each frame by one or more wheel detectors. Each wheel
wi = {x, y, t, score, size}i is characterized by the coordinates
x, y of the center, frame timestamp t, size of detected wheel
size, confidence score score given by the detector.

Before counting axles we apply a spatial-domain detection
filter which is presented in further sections. After spatial filter
is applied wheel data is plotted on an image W (x, t):

W (x, t) =
∑

w: x(w)=x, t(w)=t

score(w) (1)

Example of raw W (x, t) image is illustrated below on
Figure 3a.

Image preprocessing

Since our wheel detectors have either significant x-
coordinate error or discretization step greater than 1 pixel

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Steps of the wheel integrator algorithm for a vehicle
with 3 axles: raw W (x, t) image of wheel detector results (a);
result of W (x, t) preprocessing (b); Hough transform of the
preprocessed image (c).

(since Viola-Jones-based detector works on 3x or 4x down-
scaled image), we morphologically dilate the W (x, t) image
along the x-axis (the size of dilation structure element is also
adjusted experimentally). We will refer to the preprocessed
image as Wp(x, t). In case of uniform motion, wheel tracks on
Wp(x, t) are represented by almost continuous straight lines.
These lines are to be counted to give the final answer. An
example of Wp(x, t) is shown on Figure 3b.

Counting wheel tracks with Hough transform
Lines are represented by sharp maxima in the Hough-image

(Figure 3c). To find all straight lines in the image we employ
FHT backprojection method, which is illustrated on Figure 4.

The algorithm proceeds as follows:
1) Compute the initial Hough image (Hxt):

Hxt(t0,
dt

dx
) = FHT(Wp(x, t)) (2)

2) Find the global maximum:

Mxt = maxHxt(t0,
dt

dx
) (3)

3) If Mxt < TM (TM is an adjustable parameter) then there
is no more lines.
Otherwise compute the secondary threshold
Tm = Mxt Tr (Tr is an adjustable parameter) and
increment line count;

4) Determine parameters (ki, bi) of the line on image plane
(ki, bi are the indexes of maximum Mxt on Hough
image);

5) Erase all pixels close to the line on fixed distance on
Wp(x, t);

6) Repeat the process (1) − (6) until either

maxHxt(t0,
dt

dx
) < Tm (4)

or line count exceeds maximum possible axle count (we
consider vehicles with ≥ 10 axles negligibly rare).

As a side effect, the procedure allows us to determine the
speed of a vehicle (Konovalenko and Kuznetsova 2015) in
pixels per frame:

dx

dt
=

(
argmax

(
Hxt(t0,

dt

dx
)

))−1

(5)



Figure 4: FHT backprojection-erasure algorithm. Rows in the
figure correspond to algorithm iterations: first row – initial
Wp 0(x, t) and H0 images; second row – Wp,1(x, t) with one
erased line and recalculated H1.

This method is used in conjunction with methods described
in (Konovalenko and Kuznetsova 2015) to detect possible
classification errors due to overspeeding and errors in pass
direction estimation.

Non-uniform motion
FHT-based wheel counter is efficient and robust in cases of

uniform vehicle motion. Though in the case of non-uniform
motion we will observe one or more non-linear tracks on
W (x, t) image (Figure 5). Thus, FHT application may result
in overestimating the number of axles due to breaking tracks
into segments. In this section we propose a modification that
allows us to reliably count curved wheel tracks that enables
the application of the method to a large class of non-uniform
vehicle passes as well.

Figure 5: Preprocessed Wp(x, t) image examples of non-
uniform vehicle motion. Images demonstrate 5 (left), 2 (cen-
tral), 6 (right) axles correspondingly.

We propose the conditions when the original method of
axle counting is deemed to be unreliable, probably due to
nonuniform motion:

• Pass duration exceeds an adjustable parameter value Tp
(As typical vehicle length is bounded from top while
practical uniform vehicle speed is bounded from bottom).

• Determination of more than 9 axles (the maximum pos-
sible amount of vehicle axles) in assumption of uniform
motion.

• Intersections of axle tracks within the W (x, t) image
bounds in assumption of uniform motion. This fact means
that we have probably observed axles outrunning one
another, what is absolutely not possible.

The modification is based on erasure of whole 8-
connected components on preprocessed image Wp(x, t). As-
suming Wp(x, t) is already computed, the modified FHT-
backprojection-erasure consists of the following steps:

1) Find all 8-connected components on Wp(x, t);
2) Compute the initial Hough image (Hxt);
3) Find global maximum Mxt;
4) If Mxt < TM (TM is an adjustable parameter) then there

is no more lines.
Otherwise compute the secondary threshold
Tm = Mxt Tr (Tr is an adjustable parameter) and
increment line count;

5) Determine parameters of the counted line on image
plane;

6) Erase all 8-connected components on Wp(x, t) close to
the line within fixed distance along y-axis;

7) Repeat the process (2)− (7) until either maxHxt < Tm
or line count exceeds maximum possible axle count.

SPATIAL DETECTION FILTER
It is common for wheel detectors to mistake various round

objects for wheels, such as gas tanks, pictures on vehicles, light
reflections on a road surface etc. Since video camera looks at
the side of a passing vehicle, wheel data in (x, y) domain
will be represented as linear tracks with additive uniform
noise along y-axis. In case of sufficient false positive detection
rate, we expect that mostly all false positive wheels will be
positioned above true positive. Examples of false positive
wheel detections on vehicles are illustrated in Figure 6. Thus,
we can use spatial coordinates (x, y) of each detected wheel
as a criteria for filtration.

Let us consider (x, y) domain and plot wheel data on an
image W (x, y):

W (x, y) =
∑

w: x(w)=x, y(w)=y

1 (6)

Examples of raw W (x, y) images are shown on Figure 7.
Our goal is to estimate the area of true positive wheel
detections. We propose either simple median-based approach
or a more sophisticated FHT-based approach.

Median approach
The first approach is based on assumptions that a vehicle

moves mostly horizontally on image plane (Figure 7 (a), (c))
and the number of true positive wheels is bigger than the
number of false positive. Thus, a true positive track on
W (x, y) can be approximated with a horizontal line y = y0.
Method for y0 estimation is represented below:



Figure 6: Examples of false positive wheels recognition on
vehicles.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Raw W (x, y) image examples: Wheel data doesn’t
contain false positive detection results (a); examples of true
positive wheels tracks (below) and false positive tracks (above)
(b, c).

y0 = Median (∀w : y(w)) (7)

After y0 coordinate of detected wheels is defined we con-
sider an area A:

A : y > y0 −margin ∩ y < y0 +margin (8)

within we assume presence of only true positive wheels.
Current wheel wi passes through filter if y(wi) ∈ A. Parameter
margin is estimated as follows:

margin = α ·Median (∀w : size(w)) (9)

Parameter α is determined experimentally and equals 0.15.

FHT approach
Actually, vehicle movement direction on image plane is not

strictly horizontal (Figure 7 (b)) and y0 estimation for accurate
wheel track approximation is not enough. As in the basic
wheel counting procedure, we employ fast Hough transform
(FHT) as both computationally efficient and noise robust. At
first we smooth raw W (x, y) image with the box filter along

the y-axis. Preprocessed W (x, y) image will be referred as
Wp(x, y). Then we compute Hough image (Hxy):

Hxy(y0,
dy

dx
) = FHT(Wp(x, y)) (10)

Then find coordinates of the global maximum in Hxy:

Mxy = argmax

(
Hxy(y0,

dy

dx
)

)
(11)

Indexes (b, k) of global maximum Mxy represent the pa-
rameters of a line on the source image W (x, y). True positive
wheels area A is defined as follows:

A : y > k x+ b−margin ∩ y < k x+ b+margin (12)

Current wheel wi passes through filter if x, y (wi) ∈ A.
The algorithm of true positive wheels area determination is
illustrated below (Figure 8).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: Hough approach for determination true positive
wheels area: raw image W (x, y) (a); pre-processed image
Wp(x, y) (b); Hough image Hxy (c); Algorithm result (d).
Central line approximates wheels track, border lines corre-
spond to area bounds.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As wheel integrator has quite a few parameters, we applied

a black-box optimizer NOMAD (Le Digabel 2011). Initial
parameters values were adjusted experimentally by observing
vehicle passes and results of wheel counter.

We have collected test data containing 18313 vehicle passes
and estimated the quality of four variants of the proposed axle
counter. Test results are shown in Table 1.



Table 1: Axle counting algorithm test results, where: Base
– FHT axle counter; M – FHT axle counter with median
filtration; XY – FHT axle counter with FHT-based filtration;
XY-CC – FHT axle counter with FHT-based filtration and non-
uniform modification. Each cell contains ratio of correctly
counted vehicle axles to total in percentages.

Axle Dataset size, Base M XY XY-CC

count vehicle passes

2 16644 99.06 99.21 99.63 99.69

3 324 78.09 83.33 94.44 94.44

≥4 1345 96.88 96.95 95.69 95.24

Total 18313 98.53 98.76 99.25 99.27

DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the effects of various algorithm

modifications on different vehicle classes which you can see
in Table 1.

FHT based axle counter demonstrates 98.53% quality on
the total set of 18313 vehicles. The proposed counter works
best on 2 axle vehicles as they are very common and their
shape of wheels has low variance.

The second-best quality is observed for ≥ 4-axled vehicles.
The variation of vehicle configuration is quite high (includes
trailers, truck tractors and special vehicles like boat carriers),
therefore wheel detectors tend to have more both false positive
and false negative errors. Considering that the exact axle count
is not important, a part of vehicles is classified correctly due
to false positive detections compensating for the lost axles.
This explains why the addition of spatial detection filters can
decrease the quality: the filter removes false positive detections
which canceled out errors from the lost axles. Overall the
decrease for ≥4-axled vehicles is small and is justified by
the increase for other classes.

Figure 9: False positive wheel detection example on a gas tank
and a spare wheel.

Lowest quality is observed on vehicles with 3 axles. We
have observed that significant part of them have have spare
wheels and round gas tanks located as shown in Figure 9.
These cases specifically benefit from the spatial filter and

the counting quality increases with sophistication of the filter
(from 78.09% through 83.33% to 94.44%, four times decrease
in the error rate). These vehicles are also the least frequent
therefore it is difficult to tune the algorithm parameters.

When vehicle trajectory is not horizontal in x, y domain,
median filtration cuts off true positive wheels since it doesn’t
take slope into account. More accurate XY Hough-based
approach significantly increases the total quality from 98.76%
to 99.25%.

Non-uniform modification of counting algorithm that in-
troduces connected component erasure increases total quality
due to improvements in 2-axled vehicles only, whereas ≥ 4-
axled vehicles take a small hit since this modification tends
to decrease the resulting axle count resulting from merging
errors shown on Figure 10.

Figure 10: Example of an x-t image where connected compo-
nent erasure leads to an error.

CONCLUSIONS
We have solved the axle counting problem for video-based

vehicle classification in the case of quasi-uniform vehicle
speed and a narrow field of vision. The use of the fast
Hough transform proved beneficial for robust straight line
detection and is employed in both wheel track counting
(FHT-backprojection procedure) and in filtering out systematic
false positive wheel detections. The non-uniform motion can
be handled effectively by extending the FHT backprojection
procedure with connected component analysis, and spatial
detection filters allow to solve the issue of false positive wheel
detection.

The resulting method is a part of an industrial vehicle
classification system already deployed at toll roads in Russia.
We consider further improving the logic for dealing with
nonuniform and reversive motion and static false positive
wheel detections on the background.
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